What Did Don Do?

So what did Don do?
Well, he made life better for me....
and for you.
He found a wonderful woman..., 
who became his wife
With Betty, Scott and Phil,
Don had a great life.

He eased the burden of those unseen
in all the places he has been...
Through his involvement with Rotary
he did things for our community.
Those who struggled he assisted through
Lifeline.
And helped at Greenhills any time.

Some years ago Don and his friends led
the formation of the Melba Shed.
And it has been said: “Its worth is clear, as
its numbers increase year by year.”

Till now, with Speakers, Cycling, Bushwalks,
Coffee and Chat,
And Social Interaction... but more than that...
Friendships are created and tales are told
By blokes who share as they grow old.
So, because of Don and others we have
this bond
And his memory will go on and on.

Harry Redfern